Egerias Travels

Egeria, Etheria or Aetheria was a woman, widely regarded to be the author of a detailed Egeria set down her
observations in a letter now called Itinerarium Egeriae ("Travels of Egeria"). It is sometimes also called Peregrinatio
Aetheriae.This book not only provides a translation of the surviving reports by Egeria of her travels to her fellow nuns at
home in Spain but contains a commentary on the.Egeria, who was most probably a Spanish nun, visited the Holy Land
only fifty years after the death of Constantine, making her work the earliest surviving.John Wilkinson, editor. Egeria's
Travels, rev. 3rd ed. Warminister, England: Aris and Phillips, Distributed in North America by David Brown Book
Company.Egeria's Travels has 24 ratings and 4 reviews. Curtis said: This edition of the autobiographical account of this
4th century woman's pilgrimage from her.Bright Wednesday and Feast of Pharmuthios the Anchorite. Egeria's Travels (
Third Edition) translated with notes by John Wilkinson.Egeria described her travels in one or two letters, which she
addressed to her " sorores" (Latin for "sisters") back home. Those who interpret the word sisters as .Get this from a
library! Egeria's travels. [Egeria; John Wilkinson].Be it noted that the pilgrim's name is currently spelled "Egeria" by
most scholars. .. In short, the inhabitants of Faran travel more quickly and safely by night in.Catherine Nick Peter
Michael. Jonathan Nataliya Sayantan. EgeriaCerviniSwisher. EgeriaJulioVictoriaJuliaEmmy.
EgeriaAshtonXanderRebeccaMax.Egeria who was probably a Spanish nun visited the Holy Land only some fifty years
after the reign of Constantine. Hers is thus the earliest surviving account of .Summary: Pilgrimage of prob. Spanish nun
to Egypt, Holy Land, Edessa, Asia Minor & Constantinople at end 4th century; describing scenes of Biblical
events.Egeria's Return to Constantinople. XXIII 8. On the next day, crossing the sea, I arrived at Constantinople, giving
thanks to Christ our God who deigned to give me.Egeria's Travels by John Wilkinson, , available at Book Depository
with free delivery worldwide.However, the extant text and other sources of travels at that time reveal that Egeria used
the common pilgrimage route. From Galicia, her assumed place of birth.Studies on Fiction, Literary Tradition, Scholarly
Discovery, and Observation in Travel Writing Z. R. W. M. von Martels. EGERIA THE VOYAGER, OR THE.John
Wilkinson (). Egeria's Travels. Aris & Phillips, Warminster. Keywords. Primary Source. Keywords. Gender,
Translation, Primary Source, Byzantium.Book Review: Egeria's Travels. Show all authors. Robert Murray Robert
Murray. Heythrop College, London See all articles by this author. Search Google.It seems likely that Peter the Deacon
used a manuscript of Egeria's Travels that survives today (Codex Aretinus VI,3), which was discovered in Arezzo in
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